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editorial

Namaste!
Namaste!
We have a fantastic issue for you this autumn 
and it has just got bigger and better, with 
outstanding stories and photography.
the theyyam of Kerala will hold you in their 
spell as they transform into supernatural beings 
worshipped as gods, who leap through fire with 
the cosmic forces of Shakti, and transcend into 
the divine realm through trance, dance and 

drama, in a whirl of flaming costumes.
Starting this issue, we will also be looking inside some of the most 
outstanding hotels across the Himalaya and india, starting with the 
historic dwarika’s hotel in Kathmandu, almost a living museum crammed 
with spectacular artworks and intricately carved wood, salvaged from the 
temples and palaces of the 13th century Newar Kings. each issue we 
hope to surprize you with one that is exceptional.
From trekking the old Maoist strongholds, to celebrating with Ke 
adventure on their 30th anniversary, mountain-biking through Burma, 
and across the Manali to leh highway with exodus, this is one of my 
favourite issues. With a story of tantric blessings and secret smoking 
between the borders of india and Bhutan, meeting the first god-king in 
tibet, and getting the wheels of your 4-wheel drive stuck in the soft sand 
dunes of Jaisalmer, rajasthan. the Maharajas’ express brings romance 
and adventure.
again, a warm thank you to all our regular contributors, writers, 
designers and readers, who make these issues a delight. Next issue look 
out for the tropical paradise of Sri lanka, with a history over thousands 
of years, intrinsically interwoven with the Himalaya and india.
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CoNteNtS

6 The Adventure Travel Show: this 
is your chance to revive the true spirit of 
adventurous travel and discover a wonderful 
world of extraordinary journeys, all under one 
roof.

14 The Dwarika’s Hotel: entering the 
sumptuous dwarika’s is like stepping into 
an enchanting museum, crammed with 
spectacular artworks and intricately carved 
wood, salvaged from the temples and palaces 
of the 13th century Newar Kings.

23 A Day in Bhaktapur:  the people of 
Bhaktapur give life to this ancient city of 
pagoda and shikhara style temples, golden 
effigies of kings and mythical figures perched 
on pillars and roofs, exquisite wood, stone and 
metal craftsmanship, water sprouts, bells.

54 Bhutan A Piece of Land Fraught 
with Mysteries and Happiness: the most 
romantic part happens when you cross a 
country to smoke a cigarette. i don’t know 
whether Bars of Bhutan have a clandestine 
smoking zone, i just crossed the country to 
india by seeking permission from sentinels to 
smoke. i smoked from india and ravelled in 
extruding smoke to Bhutan through the grills 
that demarcate india and Bhutan. 

60 MEET THE FIRST GOD-KING OF 
TIBET military man or a Bodhisattva? : 
Chongye Valley, at last. i am overwhelmed by 
a sense of importance. it feels like the end 
of some kind of personal pilgrimage.  Under 
my feet lies the Great tibetan King, Songtsen 
Gampo. Still revered and remembered as the 
founder of the tibetan empire – the Yarlung 
dynasty – and the bringer of Buddhism.

86 Top 5 Tiger Parks in India: looking at 
Corbett, Kanha, Bandhavgarh, ranthambore, 
the Sunderbans, and india’s most famous 
tiger, Machli.

88 The Maharajas’ Express: a palace on 
wheels that takes you on a whirlwind journey 
through india. each carriage named after the 
legendary jewels of the various Maharajas.

30 MAO-IS-IT? Trekking the Guerrilla 
Trails of Nepal’s Maoists: Fascinating paths 
to ancient villages surrounded by emerald and 
golden terraced fields…where vicious battles 
once took place. State sources clashed with 
Maoist rebels in remote, scenic western 
Nepal. the Guerrilla trek is a breath-taking 
odyssey through post-conflict territory.

44 Reflecting on 30 years in the Himalaya 
– KE Adventure: We were called the 
Karakoram experience and found ourselves 
in many situations that we would never 
put clients through today. on our first ever 
commercial trek to K2 Basecamp, which i led 
together with Glenn, we argued about who 
was going to cook for the group at the first 
nights camp, only to discover that one of the 
local porters was a much better cook.

67 Cycle Adventure through Burma: 
So with a group of friends, i hopped on 
an overnight bus to Mandalay. We tied our 
bicycles to the roof of the bus and we were off 
to discover Middle Burma.

76 Race through Rajasthan: this is an 
indian adventure like no other, a challenge 
for body and mind, which takes you through 
some of the most authentic landscapes on the 
indian Subcontinent. Many described india to 
me as a drug. this seemed very extreme to 
me but suddenly i understood what they were 
saying. i did love it, i had fallen in love with it, 
and i was addicted!

90 Enter the Void: Manali – Leh Highway: 
imagine the wildest roller-coaster ride on the 
planet, times it by a thousand and you’re 
getting close. the ‘Manali to leh Highway’ 
is a sleeping beast. Clawing 480 kilometers 
through the indian Himalayas and awake for 
only a handful of months. Join exodus on a 
Mountain Bike journey like no other.

8
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77
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8 Festivals: Fantastic festivals across the
Himalaya and india. this issue we will be
looking at the Bibah Panchami at Janakpur,
Nepal – celebrating the marriage of rama
and Sita, the Black necked Crane Festival in
Bhutan, and the theyyam in Kerala.

12 Take a Trip: take a look through the 
exciting travel shots from leading travel 
companies. on exciting trips you can take 
over 2013, and beyond.

28 Store: What’s new to pack and go. taking 
a look at Sherpa adventure Gear, out of 
Kathmandu.

65-74  Trekking for Charity: Great treks 
across the Himalaya and india organized by 
Charity Challenge. this issue: Cycle Burma 
Challenge with action against Hunger, and 
rajasthan run.

94 Gap Year – Making Travel to Burma 
Ethical: Great advice on how to get the 
best out of your travel, in the safest way! 
From the outset we have to accept that we 
are only ever going to get a small insight as 
tourists visiting an area; yet we should always 
acknowledge what a privilege it is to have any 
such experiences.

102  Book Store: this issue taking a look at  
some best buys just out !

106   Classical Nepal: a classic end shot.

14
Regular
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GUerilla TRAILS

A young woman placing a blanket to dry, on a branch of a resplendent tree, Maikot village © Alonzo Lyons
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F
ascinating paths to ancient villages surrounded by emerald 
and golden terraced fields…where vicious battles once took 
place. State forces clashed with Maoist rebels in remote, 
scenic western Nepal. the Guerrilla trek is a breathtaking 
odyssey through post-conflict territory; the foothills are now 

peaceful and graced with many natural attractions that will compete for 
your attention.
this secluded region has an ageless mystique with well-preserved 
traditions, rural landscape, and the celebrated Nepali hospitality of global 
renown. the Guerrilla trek is an exhilarating alternative to the more 
popular trails and much less crowded, allowing visitors a chance to get 
closer to both nature and culture. 
the route begins along the southwest corridor of the iconic annapurna 
Circuit. it continues west, following the dhaulagiri Massif with its dozen 
prominences over 7,000 m (23,000 ft). dhaulagiri itself is 8167 m (26,794 
ft), seventh highest peak in the world and the tallest mountain entirely 
within Nepal’s borders.

MAO-IS-IT
Trekking the Guerrilla 
Trails of Nepal’s Maoists ?
by Alonzo Lyons

GUerilla TRAILS

Mural of Mao Zedong outside Thawang Village © Alonzo Lyons

Maikot village © Alonzo Lyons
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Near Pokhara village © Alonzo Lyons
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Taka village © Alonzo Lyons

the trek contours through isolated districts 
with astonishing scenery, a low population 
density and distinctive traditions unchanged 
for centuries. this remote area is blessed by 
Mother Nature with wide-ranging eco-diversity 
that includes dhorpatan Hunting reserve, 
Nepal’s only hunting reserve. 

Wildlife, waterfalls, rivers, caves, lakes and 
the inspiring, snow-topped Himalaya to the 
north make it a paradise for the unique trekker 
looking for something beyond the cozy hotels 
and well-worn paths of the more popular trails. 
the journey crosses through rukum and 
rolpa districts, the epicenter of Nepal’s ten-
year war (1996 to 2006) with many home 
grown Maoist guerrillas. did the rebels really 
understand comparative political philosophy 

GUerilla TRAILS
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Phalegaon village © Alonzo Lyons

Monk chanting and praying in Samye Monastery, Tibet, January 2011 © Erik Törner. IM
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or simply view the framework of their society 
as feudal and unjust? at the time of the 
insurrection, locals lived from growing season 
to growing season. they readily identified 
with Mao’s radical agrarian restructuring, 
controversial as it was, and went so far as to 
embrace his name, equally controversial, to 
exemplify their cause. they preferred what 
they knew of China’s social arrangement 
to caste-stratified india to the south, too 
much like Nepal, with a ruling class that 
had dominated for centuries. the following 
excerpt from a review in the economist (June 
29th, 2013) sheds light on Nepal’s similar 
challenges vis-à-vis an Uncertain Glory: india 
and its Contradictions: “..the state fails mainly 
because of deeply entrenched inequality. 
a ruling elite defined by caste, but also by 

Moreni village © Alonzo Lyons

GUerilla TRAILS
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Thulo Jharlung village (on way to hot springs between Kayam village and Pelma village) harvested maize in storage container © Alonzo Lyons

Darbang village © Alonzo Lyons Thulo Jharlung village  © Alonzo Lyons

GUerilla TRAILS
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Yarsagumba is reputed to be an 
aphrodisiac and even referred to as 
Himalayan Viagra. large caravans set 
off in search for it north of Maikot in the 
Pupal highlands as well as other high 
elevation areas of northern rukum. the 
name is often shortened to bu or ‘insect’ 
in tibetan (and referred to as chaiu or 
‘mushroom’ by gatherers in rukum). 
the long name is monsoon grass 
(yartsa), wintertime insect (gunbu), for 
the transformation that takes place from 
insect to a fungus that sprouts like grass.

the epic search for this mushroom has 
been an economic blessing for local 
residents as well as people who arrive 
from surrounding regions. they travel to 
the highlands in the spring to hunt for 
its outgrowths. Yarsagumba is actually 
the larva of the Himalayan ghost moth 
(Thitarodes) that has had its insides 
eaten by the fungus Ophiocordyseps 
sinensis. Moth caterpillars nesting 
underground play host to spores of 

the fungus which consumes them. the 
fungus eventually sprouts through the 
head of the mummified caterpillar and up 
through the earth in the springtime similar 
to a bud of grass. 

Yarsagumba is relished in China and 
commands a higher price than gold. 
it is believed to enhance energy, male 
virility and general health, although these 
putative properties await conclusive 
research. Yarsagumba was mentioned in 
tibetan medical literature around the 15th 
century, but first achieved world headlines 
in 1993 when unheralded Chinese 
distance runners achieved monumental 
success at a track meet in Beijing. their 
coach partially attributed record-setting 
victories to the high-elevation mushroom 
mixed into an elixir of turtle’s blood of 
all things. Yarsagumba is not a banned 
substance, although when testing 
became standard and more rigorous, 
some of this coach’s athletes withdrew 
from the Sydney olympics rather than 

face scrutiny for doping and performance 
enhancing drugs. regardless of the doubt 
this spread over his previous claims to 
success, excitement surrounding this 
fungus has been increasing dramatically. 
the value has grown exponentially, largely 
driven by China’s nouveau riche and their 
desire to be fashionable and as a suitable 
non-cash gift to cajole high government 
officials. Prices for premium yarsagumba 
are over $45,000/lb (more than 100,000 
USd per kg) in posh Chinese emporiums. 
the fungus, in the form of a desiccated 
caterpillar, can be eaten whole but is 
generally pulverized and added to food 
or boiled in tea, and sometimes plopped 
whole into soup.

Journey to Yarsa (2011), a documentary 
by Dipendra Bhandari of a Yarsagumba 
caravan in Rukum that “simultaneously 
reveals the struggle, hope, laughter, 
romance and resilience in the lives of 
the hill people who go to dig for survival 
in the High Himal.”
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   Himalayan horizons
 

Discover and explore the Himalaya with CICERONE    www.cicerone.co.uk

Alan Hinkes is the only Briton to climb all 
fourteen 8000m peaks. This is his story, 
illustrated with stunning photographs.

October 2013    £25

READER OFFER
20% discount on the Cicerone website 

Please quote HIM213

Why settle for one ‘trek of a lifetime’ when 20 
await? With inspirational descriptions of treks in 
Pakistan, India, Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan. 
Just published £20

Himalaya Mag Autumn 2013.indd   1 28/08/2013   15:02
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gender, education and income, has an utter 
lack of interest—verging on contempt—in 
improving matters for the rest. Newspaper 
editors and readers, judges, NGo activists 
and academics are also drawn largely from 
privileged backgrounds, and care little.”
Maoists contend that it was necessary to take 
up arms against Nepal’s repressive rulers who 
had long used state protection to establish 
and maintain domination over the common 
folk. the majority of the people, despite 

working dawn to dusk, have long suffered 
chronic poverty and the troubles it brings 
of ill-health, malnutrition, lack of education, 
exploitation, injury, disease and premature 
death. Maoists justified their violence as the 
only way to overthrow the ruling class and 
corruption that pervades the state. they 
formally declared a People’s War in February 
1996 with widespread support in western 
Nepal, and it spread like wildfire throughout 
the country.

the US along with China, india, and the UK 
reflexively opposed the insurgents (as they 
would any armed group with Mao’s brand 
name) and supported the king’s totalitarian 
rule. they supplied weaponry and technology 
to the royal Nepal army and unquestioningly 
pledged allegiance and defense material to the 
monarch up until his attempt at a complete 
royal takeover in 2005, a year before the 
conflict ended. 
late in that same year, the Maoists came to 

GUerilla TRAILS

P O Box 9036, Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel +977 1 4701040 Fax +977 1 4701206
Email info@himalayanplanet.com
            info@everestbasecamp.travel
URL www.himalayanplanet.com
          www.everestbasecamp.travel

We consult with
Tours, Treks & Expeditions in 
Nepal, Tibet, India & Bhutan

Himalayan Planet 
Adventures P. Ltd.

Prosperity of the Himalayas ...
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Near Kol Chaur village © Alonzo Lyons Near Bhagle Chaur village © Alonzo Lyons

You will cross many suspension bridges along 
the way. Near Dani Pipal village © Alonzo Lyons Near Bhagle Chaur village © Alonzo Lyons

GUerilla TRAILS
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the table and joined a coalition of seven leading parties to oppose King 
Gyanendra’s dissolution of parliament. Widespread protests began in 
2006. Hundreds of thousands of people marched in the capital defying 
martial law. the king capitulated, which eventually led to the end of the 
ten-year rebellion and dismantling of the crown. the Maoists had the 
strongest role in ousting the 239 year-old monarchy. during the decade-
long, self-proclaimed People’s revolution, 1996-2006, upwards of 
15,000 Nepalis died including many civilians. although state forces were 
behind a majority of the deaths, amnesty international accused both 
sides for ‘unlawful criminal deaths’ among other severe human rights 
abuses.
Nationwide elections were held in early 2008 and ten million people 
voted in the polls. the Maoists unexpectedly won the highest number 
of parliamentary seats (202 out of 601, or 33.6%), giving them a 
mandate to lead Nepal and immediate legitimacy with China, india and 
beyond. the new government formally declared Nepal a secular, federal, 
democratic republic on May 28, 2008 with none other than the chairman 
of the Maoist party, Pushpa Kamal dahal, a former schoolteacher, 
nicknamed Prachanda (with double entendre of ‘fierce one’ and ‘shining 
path’), as first Prime Minister of the new Himalayan republic. 
in the spring of 2008, the birth of the republic was celebrated across 
the land. that jubilation has turned into a five-year, post-partum 
hangover as the people have waited in vain for a charter constitution. 
the parliamentary assembly was to have written the constitution within 
two-years but failed, and the deadline was extended several times. to 
date, it remains unwritten with fresh elections called for in November. a 
change in leadership will likely be as fruitless as it has been in the years 
since the democracy movement surged in 1990.  instead, Nepal needs 
a complete flush of its bureaucratic corps, top to bottom. officials are 
deeply entrenched and beyond censure and have become a Himalayan 
obstacle to development with a sense of entitlement that holds Nepal 
hostage to their malfeasance.

Nearly 100,000 NGos and iNGos cater to them for expediency. instead 
of a country dazzling with progress, the iNGos and NGoS play right 
into the bureaucracy’s hands. Nepal is 157th on the UN 2013 Human 
development index, outranked by 156 other countries, including 
Bangladesh, Burma, angola, Congo and Cambodia (and in transparency 
international’s 2012 Corruption Perceptions index, Nepal tied for 139th 
with azerbaijan, Pakistan, Kenya and Nigeria). Nepal needs good 
governance and simply that. if the iNGo’s and NGo aim for improving 
governance and transparency above all else, then their other aims would 
fall in line and come easily to pass. 
Without good governance, the efforts of a bloated aid industry will 
continue to be dubious. the donor system tends to prolong (more than 
solve) problems. it helps to prop up and perpetuate the hierarchical 
paradigm of patronage and pandering to power for ill-gotten gain. 
the system is the precise opposite the robin Hood legend, a wealthy 
ruling class looting money earmarked for development. all the while the 
common folk suffer a lingering poverty and the troubles it conveys. the 
people are actually dying for want of good governance by migrating 
for employment to countries with miserable records on human rights 
and trafficking (90% to Qatar, Malaysia, the United arab emirates and 
Saudi arabia). Back at home, the would-be paradise of Kathmandu is 
cut through by formerly sacred rivers that have become poisoned dump 
sites. they are literally open sewers that harbor disease and pestilence. if 
100,000 aid organizations cannot tackle this glaring and straightforward 
issue of river clean up, then what hope have they of less modest 
objectives?
With no end in sight, political feuding and currying favor for personal 
gain continues to inhibit progress. Solutions to good governance are 
not availing themselves. in much of the country outside of Kathmandu, 
particularly in the southern plains known as the tarai, systemic corruption 
and prolonged weakness of governance has led to deterioration of the 
rule of law. a new constitution may set the agenda for a more functional 
government and prosperous Nepal, notwithstanding a historical track 
record that hints otherwise. in the end, good governance is the sine 
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qua non for ameliorating societal ills and 
for development in Nepal. in the meantime, 
tourists continue to arrive to enjoy the natural 
splendor of the Himalaya, receiving a heartfelt 
reception from the resilient people of Nepal.
Far away in the rural stronghold of the Maoist 
revolution, the region once declared its own 
autonomous government in Banphikot, 
rukum. this village rests on a tranquil hilltop 
overlooking terraces of emerald paddies. the 
trek to rukum begins in Beni, where the Kali 
Gandaki and Myagdi rivers join and site of an 
attack by guerrillas on government forces in 
2004. roughly 6,000 Maoists descended on 
the town under cover of darkness. the raid on 
this district headquarters so close to Pokhara, 
second largest city in Nepal and a tourist 
haven, rocked the nation. Most of
the guerrillas gathered several days away in
dhorpatan and hiked to Beni for the invasion 
on the so-called guerrilla trails.
it was along these trails in this region, to the 
west of Beni, that
the revolution was planned, ignited and
launched.

the trek traverses steep terrain, crossing 
scenic valleys from exhilarating ridges 
to ravines, with rhododendron thickets 
and romantic villages, far from modern 
conveniences. Facilities are infrequent and, 
if not camping, staying in simple lodges or 
people’s homes will be necessary. Not only is 
the area remote, for those not camping, some 
days between settlements will be long and 
strenuous. the rewards of getting away from 
it all are ample for trekkers on this isolated 

route. the journey has an exceptional display 
of cultural, historic, and scenic highlights 
and even includes a natural hot springs, to 
rejuvenate mind and body along the way.
agriculture production in this region includes 
rice, a mainstay up to the mid-hills and in 
the upper hills barley, maize, millet, wheat, 
potatoes, and even apples and apricots. 
there are many magnificent high elevation 
monsoon pastures used for sheep, cattle and 
their portly cousins the water buffalo. Foraging 
for Yarasgumba (a mushroom fungus that 
consumes a caterpillar larva) in the rugged 
highlands has become an important source of 
income. revenue from its harvest helped fund 
Nepal’s Maoist insurgency and continues to fill 
party coffers. 

ethnicities along the Guerrilla trek include 
Magar, thakuri, Bahun, dalit, Chhetri, Gurung, 
and Newar. the Kham-speaking Magar are 
unique to northern rolpa and eastern rukum. 
these Magar have distinguishing customs and 
language of the tibeto-Burman family. as the 
prevailing culture enriching this region, their 
heritage and traditions have remained largely 
intact and other ethnicities there have adopted 
their distinctive Kham language. typical homes 
have flat-roofs which serve as the daily venue 
for gathering socially and drying and storing 
crops.
Community sentiments are strong in the 
heartland of Nepal, and guests are welcomed, 
expect a drink and plate of local fare when 
you enter a home. the indigenous Magar 
traditionally worship nature and ancestors 
rather than specific deities. if you are visit in 

Best time to visit: october, November, 
March, early april. 
environment: subtropical to alpine
Maximum elevations: Phalgune Pass 
(12,485 ft, 3915 m), Myagdi’s Jaljala Pass 
(11,200 ft, 3414 m) and rolpa’s Jaljala 
Pass (10,140 ft, 3090 m)
Facilities: basic lodges, teahouses, home 
stay, camping
duration: up to three weeks and more 
depending on side-trips and route choice
difficulty level: moderate to high given the 
lack of amenities and isolation
Formalities: Nepal Visa ($30 to $100 USd 
on arrival), dhorpatan reserve Permit 
(3000 NrS),
Costs: $15 USd/day and up, not 
including guide and porter
typical Nepali dish: daal-bhat tarakari 
(heaping plate of rice with lentil soup and 
curried vegetables), dhirdo (heaping plate 
of puréed corn or millet mash with lentil 
soup and vegetables)

typical drinks: chiyaa (sweet milk tea); 
fermented spirits chhyang (undistilled) 
and raksi (distilled), produced from locally 
grown maize, rice, millet and sometimes 
fruit. indispensable for entertaining guests!

Highlights: rural scenery with emerald 
green and golden terraced fields, 
ancient villages, snowy Himalayan vistas, 
historical sites, native cultures, celebrated 
Nepali hospitality, sacred caves, sparkling 
lakes, remote passes, highland pastures, 
rushing rivers and streams, tumbling 
waterfalls, natural hot springs, local 
nourishment and swill!
outfitters for a Guerrilla trek adventure: 
Western Nepal treks and expeditions 
(www.westnepal.com.np), Joy treks and 
expeditions (www.joytreks.com), rafting 
Star (www.raftingstar.com) CNN travel 
and tours (www.cnntravelnepal.com), 
Churen Himal treks and expeditions 

(www.churenhimaltreks.com.np), alliance 
treks and expeditions (www.gotorek.com), 
Beyond the limits treks and expeditions 
(www.treksinnepal.com) 

alonzo lyons is author of Guerrilla & 
Yarsa Trails - Off the Beaten Path 
in Western Nepal, The Best Little 
Guidebook for Trekking the Everest 
Region and forthcoming The Tongba Trail 
(aka, Three Cups of Raksi) - A Journey 
in Remote Eastern Nepal, and The Star 
Trek - A Journey in Rugged Western 
Nepal.
 
He was born and raised in the developing 
world named Planet earth (specifically 
idaho, northwest USa) and is currently 
on a quest to admire and report on the 
secrets of the Himalaya. Please visit his 
website Secrets of the Himalaya 
www.sohimalaya.com for more information 
or just to say howdy.

QUICK FACTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

late May to early June, you might be fortunate 
to see a performance of the Bhume Naaj, a 
dance in gratefulness for harvest blessings. 
Bhume Puja (aka, Bal Puja), the festival which 
features this dance, occurs just before the 
monsoon and augurs protection from the 
wrath of nature (including drought, hailstorms, 
landslides, flooding, and high winds) and 
entreats a bountiful harvest. animals are often 
sacrificed at this time to appease the spirits 
and forces of nature in hopeful exchange for 
the human lives that might otherwise be lost 
to natural calamities and ill-health. Villagers 
celebrate by assembling in ceremonial 
areas to dance, sing and socialize, and the 
ambience is livened up with local moonshine 
called raksi and chyang. 

as an adventurous alternative to the trekking 
highways, the Guerrilla trek is a dazzling 
diamond in the rough and a chance to meet 
rural people unaffected by the travel industry. 
Nepal’s top treks offer up-close mountain 
views with comfy facilities and international 
menus. they are unforgettable destinations 
although increased tourist traffic has brought 
overcrowding and even a decline in culture, 
once a major attraction of these areas. to 
depart from the beaten path on the guerrilla 
trails brings you closer to both nature and 
culture. Follow breathtaking paths to ancient 
villages in the remote foothills. the picturesque 
region figures prominently in Nepal’s recent 
history, and few trekkers have yet to make 
this journey full of adventure and lush natural 
scenery. those who do will have a lifetime 
highlight.

GUerilla TRAILS
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The Best Little Guidebook for Trekking the Everest Region
Alonzo Lyons

trekking the everest region, an exhilarating journey and non-stop feast of majestic peaks and cultural treasures! 
the welcoming people, regal monasteries, radiant mountains, delicious home-style food and swill, and united 
nations of international travellers combine to make the Khumbu a trekkers’ paradise and lifetime highlight!
“i have a healthy addiction to the Himalaya, and the everest area was long overdue for an up to date 
guidebook.” review Himalayan traveller. 
available from amazon UK in paperback £5.06 & Kindle £2.56
or Visit alonzo at www.sohimalaya.com 
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Alan Hinkes is the first Briton to climb all of 
the world’s 8000m mountains, which rise 
majestically in the Himalaya and Karakoram 
ranges of Nepal, Tibet and Pakistan.

Here he recounts his expeditions to these 
mountains, from the first British ascent of 
Manaslu to the final climb on storm-bound 
Kangchenjunga.

Alan explored the mountains alongside a 
tiny number of elite climbers similarly drawn 
to the extreme hardships and challenges of 
high-altitude mountaineering.

Most of the climbs were made Alpine-
style, as part of small, lightweight expeditions. 
A number of summits, including K2 and 
Kangchenjunga, were climbed solo.

This account of his immense achievement 
is graphic and richly illustrated with his 
unique and dramatic photographs, taken 
under extreme conditions. As Joe Cornish 
writes, ‘His photographs are both a moving 
documentary record, and artistic expression, 
of what it means to encounter the highest 
places in the world.’

Most importantly for Alan, he returned 
from his 8000m challenge in one piece, 
able to enjoy the company of his family 
and to continue climbing and walking in 
his favourite local hills of Yorkshire and the 
north of England.

Alan Hinkes is an International Mountain 
Guide, writer, photographer, environmentalist, 
active campaigner for charities including 
WaterAid, Diabetes UK, the Cystic Fibrosis 
Trust, the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award and 
Mountain Rescue, and works closely with the 
British Mountaineering Council.

Alan first took up rock climbing at 
Northallerton Grammar School in North 
Yorkshire. His mountaineering career 
progressed to the Alps, tackling many classic 
ascents, including the notorious North Face of 
the Eiger, before graduating to the Himalaya.

Awarded the OBE in 2006, he is also 
an Honorary Citizen of his home town, 
Northallerton, Yorkshireman of the Year 
and also holds honorary doctorates and 
fellowships from the Universities of York, 
Teesside and Sunderland. 

Still based in North Yorkshire, Alan 
enjoys tramping the fells and moors of the 
Lake District and Yorkshire, where you will 
regularly find him clinging to a rockface or 
climbing a frozen waterfall.

ISBN 978 1 85284 548 3 8000 metres
Climbing the world’s highest mountains

 www.cicerone.co.uk

Alan Hinkes is the only Briton to have climbed all fourteen 8000m 
peaks. He relates these epic ascents through his down-to-earth 

accounts and remarkable photographs – the successes and near misses, 
base camps and summits, and the people he has got to know along 
the way – as well as the beauty, harshness and danger of the world’s 
highest mountains.

‘50 years after the first ascent of Kangchenjunga,  
Alan’s amazing account portrays how mountaineering 
has moved on. An insight into an extraordinary man.’ 

JOE BROWN

TREKKING IN THE 
HIMALAYA

20 memorable expeditions
Contributing Editor 
KEV REYNOLDS

CICERONE
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Trekking in the Himalaya
Cicerone Guidebooks

the Himalaya rise in a 2400km arc above the indian sub-continent. these mountains scratch the sky and have 
fired the imaginations from the earliest explorers to adventurous travellers today. Containing some of the most 
dramatic scenery on this planet, this guide’s 20 exciting treks will inspire and feed the dreams and ambitions 
of all who love wild places. the guide explores treks in five different countries; they include such well-known 
classics as the treks to everest, K2 and Kangchenjunga Base Camps, and the annapurna and Manaslu Circuits. 
the ultra-long lunana Snowman trek, and a kora around sacred Mount Kailash in tibet. there are epic glacier 
treks like the one to Pakistan’s Snow lake and the approach to Gangkar Punsum in Bhutan – the world’s 
highest unclimbed peak. this is a book to inspire, excite and entice, guaranteed to set the pulse racing.
Printed book £20.00 (20% website discount when quoting HiM213).
to find out more visit: www.cicerone.co.uk

8000 metres - Climbing the World’s highest 
mountains by Alan Hinkes
Cicerone Guidebooks

this book is the first autobiographical work by Hinkes, and chronicles his expeditions 
to the Himalaya in Nepal, Pakistan and tibet, and his climbs; from the first British 
ascent of Manaslu, to multiple ‘alpine style’ ascents and the final test of snow-bound 
Kangchenjunga. High-altitude climbing is a dangerous business, but Hinkes balances 
nail-biting moments of avalanches, extreme cold and dealing with the ‘death Zone’ with 
memories of great climbing companions, base-camp communities and the pleasure of a 
good cup of tea once the climb is done. alan Hinkes, relates his experiences of climbing 
all 14 of the peaks over 8000m: the world’s highest mountains, alongside stunning 
photography. to climb one 8000 metre peak is extraordinary. to conquer all 14 is an 
almost incomprehensible challenge.
Printed book £25.00 (20% website discount when quoting HiM213).
to find out more visit: www.cicerone.co.uk 

Guerrilla and Yarsa Trails Off the Beaten Path in 
Western Nepal
Alonzo Lyons

take an exhilarating odyssey through the heartland of post-conflict territory. this remote area where state forces 
clashed with Maoist rebels is now tranquil and graced with many natural attractions that will compete for your 
attention. trekkers will enjoy ancient villages surrounded by golden and emerald paddy fields and a broad range of 
eco-diversity including dhorpatan Hunting reserve, Nepal’s only hunting reserve. Wildlife, waterfalls, rivers, caves, 
lakes and the inspiring, snow-topped Himalaya to the north make it a paradise for the unique trekker looking for 
something beyond the cozy hotels and well-worn paths of the more popular trails.
available from amazon UK in paperback £6.18
or Visit alonzo at www.sohimalaya.com 
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